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Defensive investment
strategies share a common
goal — to help a portfolio better
weather an economic
downturn and/or bouts of
market volatility. But there are
some key differences,

including the specific criteria by which particular
stocks are selected. If you are nearing
retirement or just have a more conservative risk
tolerance, one of these defensive strategies
may help you manage risk while maintaining a
robust equity portfolio.

Tilt toward value
Growth and value are opposite investment
styles that tend to perform differently under
different market conditions. Value stocks are
associated with companies that appear to be
undervalued by the market or are in an
out-of-favor industry. These stocks may be
priced lower than might be expected in relation
to their earnings, assets, or growth potential,
but the broader market is expected to
eventually recognize the company's full
potential.

Established companies are more likely than
younger companies to be considered value
stocks. These firms may be more conservative
with spending and emphasize paying dividends
over reinvesting profits. Unlike value stocks,
growth stocks may be priced higher in relation
to current earnings or assets, so investors are
essentially paying a premium for growth
potential. This is one reason why growth stocks
are typically considered to carry higher risk than
value stocks.

Seek dividends
Whereas stock prices are often unpredictable
and may be influenced by factors that do not
reflect a company's fiscal strength (or
weakness), dividend payments tend to be
steadier and more directly reflect a company's
financial position. Comparing current dividend
yields, and a company's history of dividend
increases, can be helpful in deciding whether to
invest in a stock or stock fund.

The flip side is that dividend-paying stocks may
not have as much growth potential as

non-dividend payers, and there are times when
dividend stocks may drag down, not boost,
portfolio performance. For example, dividend
stocks can be sensitive to interest rate
changes. When rates rise, the higher yields of
lower risk fixed-income investments may
become more appealing, placing downward
pressure on dividend stocks.

Temper volatility
All stocks are volatile to some degree, but
some have been less volatile historically than
others. Certain mutual funds and
exchange-traded funds (ETFs) labeled
"minimum volatility" or "low volatility" are
constructed with an eye toward reducing risk
during periods of market turbulence.

One commonly used measure of a stock or
stock fund's volatility is its beta, which is
typically published with other information about
an investment. The U.S. stock market as a
whole is generally considered to have a beta of
1.0. In theory, an investment with a beta of 0.8
might experience only 80% of losses during a
downswing — and thus would have less ground
to regain when the market turns upward again.

The return and principal value of all
investments fluctuate with changes in market
conditions. Shares, when sold, may be worth
more or less than their original cost. Investing in
dividends is a long-term commitment. The
amount of a company's dividend can fluctuate
with earnings, which are influenced by
economic, market, and political events.
Dividends are typically not guaranteed and
could be changed or eliminated. Low-volatility
funds vary widely in their objectives and
strategies. There is no guarantee that they will
maintain a more conservative level of risk,
especially during extreme market conditions.

Mutual funds and exchange-traded funds are
sold by prospectus. Please consider the
investment objectives, risks, charges, and
expenses carefully before investing. The
prospectus, which contains this and other
information about the investment company, can
be obtained from your financial professional. Be
sure to read the prospectus carefully before
deciding whether to invest.
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Key Estate Planning Documents
Estate planning is the process of managing and
preserving your assets while you are alive, and
conserving and controlling their distribution
after your death. There are four key estate
planning documents almost everyone should
have regardless of age, health, or wealth. They
are: a durable power of attorney, advance
medical directives, a will, and a letter of
instruction.

Durable power of attorney
Incapacity can happen to anyone at any time,
but your risk generally increases as you grow
older. You have to consider what would happen
if, for example, you were unable to make
decisions or conduct your own affairs. Failing to
plan may mean a court would have to appoint a
guardian, and the guardian might make
decisions that would be different from what you
would have wanted.

A durable power of attorney (DPOA) enables
you to authorize a family member or other
trusted individual to make financial decisions or
transact business on your behalf, even if you
become incapacitated. The designated
individual can do things like pay everyday
expenses, collect benefits, watch over your
investments, and file taxes.

There are two types of DPOAs: (1) an
immediate DPOA, which is effective at once
(this may be appropriate, for example, if you
face a serious operation or illness), and (2) a
springing DPOA, which is not effective unless
you become incapacitated.

Advance medical directives
Advance medical directives let others know
what forms of medical treatment you prefer and
enable you to designate someone to make
medical decisions for you in the event you can't
express your own wishes. If you don't have an
advance medical directive, health-care
providers could use unwanted treatments and
procedures to prolong your life at any cost.

There are three types of advance medical
directives. Each state allows only a certain type
(or types). You may find that one, two, or all
three types are necessary to carry out all of
your wishes for medical treatment.

• A living will is a document that specifies the
types of medical treatment you would want,
or not want, under particular circumstances.
In most states, a living will takes effect only
under certain circumstances, such as a
terminal illness or injury. Generally, one can
be used only to decline medical treatment

that "serves only to postpone the moment of
death."

• A health-care proxy lets one or more family
members or other trusted individuals make
medical decisions for you. You decide how
much power your representative will or won't
have.

• A do-not-resuscitate (DNR) order is a legal
form, signed by both you and your doctor,
that gives health-care professionals
permission to carry out your wishes.

Will
A will is quite often the cornerstone of an estate
plan. It is a formal, legal document that directs
how your property is to be distributed when you
die. If you don't leave a will, disbursements will
be made according to state law, which might
not be what you would want.

There are a couple of other important purposes
for a will. It allows you to name an executor to
carry out your wishes, as specified in the will,
and a guardian for your minor children.

The will should be written, signed by you, and
witnessed.

Most wills have to be probated. The will is filed
with the probate court. The executor collects
assets, pays debts and taxes owed, and
distributes any remaining property to the rightful
heirs. The rules vary from state to state, but in
some states smaller estates are exempt from
probate or qualify for an expedited process.

Letter of instruction
A letter of instruction is an informal, nonlegal
document that generally accompanies your will
and is used to express your personal thoughts
and directions regarding what is in the will (or
about other things, such as your burial wishes
or where to locate other documents). This can
be the most helpful document you leave for
your family members and your executor.

Unlike your will, a letter of instruction remains
private. Therefore, it is an opportunity to say the
things you would rather not make public.

A letter of instruction is not a substitute for a
will. Any directions you include in the letter are
only suggestions and are not binding. The
people to whom you address the letter may
follow or disregard any instructions.

Take steps now
Life is unpredictable. So take steps now, while
you can, to have the proper documents in place
to ensure that your wishes are carried out.

There are four key estate
planning documents almost
everyone should have
regardless of age, health, or
wealth: a durable power of
attorney, advance medical
directives, a will, and a letter
of instruction.
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Should You Invest Internationally?
Investing in foreign stocks provides access to a
world of opportunities outside the United
States, which may help boost returns and
manage risk in your portfolio. However, it's
important to understand the unique risk/return
characteristics of foreign investments before
sending a portion of your money overseas.

Reasons to go abroad
Here are some of the potential benefits of
international investing.

Additional diversification. Other countries
may be at a different stage in the business
cycle than the U.S. economy. They could
recover more quickly (or more slowly) from a
recession.

Long-term growth potential. Some of the
world's most rapidly growing economies are
located in emerging markets that may be
reaping the benefits of new technologies, a
growing consumer base, or natural resources
that are in high demand.

Possible hedge against a weaker dollar. The
U.S. dollar has been strong in recent years, but
having some investments denominated in
foreign currencies may help offset (or even take
advantage of) any future dips in its value.

Reasons to proceed with caution
Here are just some of the potential risks.

Politics and economic policies. A nation's
political structure, leadership, and regulations
may affect the government's influence on the
economy and the financial markets.

Currency exchange. Just as a weak U.S.
dollar could work for you, additional
strengthening in the dollar could work against
you. That's because any investment gains and
principal denominated in a foreign currency
may lose value when exchanged back.

Financial reporting. Many developing
countries do not follow rigorous U.S. accounting
standards, which often makes it more difficult to
have a true picture of company and industry
performance.

Risk/return potential
Some international investments may offer the
chance for greater returns, but as with other
investments, stronger potential comes with a
greater level of risk. For example, over the past
30 years, foreign stocks have outperformed
U.S. stocks, bonds, and cash alternatives 11
times. However, they have also
underperformed 11 times, tying cash for the
highest number of lowest-performing years
during the same time period.

Number of highest-performing
years, 1989-2018

Cash 4

Bonds 5

U.S.
Stocks

10

Foreign
stocks

11

Number of lowest-performing
years, 1989-2018

Cash 11

Bonds 6

U.S.
Stocks

2

Foreign
stocks

11

If you decide to spread some of your
investment dollars around the world, be
prepared to hold tight during bouts of market
volatility. And remember to rebalance your
portfolio periodically to help align your asset
allocation with your long-term investment
strategy.

Performance is from January 1, 1989, to December
31, 2018. Cash is represented by the Citigroup
3-month Treasury Bill Index. Bonds are represented
by the Citigroup Corporate Bond Composite Index.
U.S. stocks are represented by the S&P 500
Composite Price Index. Foreign stocks are
represented by the MSCI EAFE Price Index. All
indexes are unmanaged, accurate reflections of the
performance of the asset classes shown. Returns
reflect past performance, which does not indicate
future results. Taxes, fees, brokerage commissions,
and other expenses are not reflected. Investors
cannot invest directly in any index.

The principal value of cash alternatives may fluctuate
with market conditions. Cash alternatives are subject
to liquidity and credit risks. It is possible to lose
money with this type of investment. The return and
principal value of stocks may fluctuate with market
conditions. Shares, when sold, may be worth more or
less than their original cost. U.S. Treasury securities
are guaranteed by the federal government as to the
timely payment of principal and interest, whereas
corporate bonds are not. The principal value of bonds
may fluctuate with market conditions. Bonds are
subject to inflation, interest rate, and credit risks.
Bonds redeemed prior to maturity may be worth more
or less than their original cost. Diversification is a
strategy used to help manage investment risk; it does
not guarantee a profit or protect against investment
loss.

In April 2019, despite some
positive economic
developments, the
International Monetary Fund
cut its outlook for global
growth in 2019 to 3.3%, the
lowest level since 2009. At
the time of that report, IMF
Managing Director Christine
Lagarde said a recession
was not expected in the
near term.

Source: Bloomberg, April 9,
2019

The risks associated with
investing on a worldwide
basis include differences in
financial reporting, currency
exchange risk, and
economic and political risk
unique to the specific
country. These risks may
result in greater share price
volatility and should be
carefully managed in light of
your goals and risk
tolerance.
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Have you checked your tax withholding lately?
If you were unpleasantly
surprised by the amount of tax
you owed or the amount of
your tax refund when you filed
your 2018 tax return, it may be

time to check your withholding.

It may also be time if there are changes in your
life or financial situation that affect your tax
liability. For example, have you recently
married, divorced, had a child, purchased a
new home, changed jobs, or had a change in
the amount of your taxable income not subject
to withholding (e.g., capital gains)?

You can generally change the amount of
federal tax you have withheld from your
paycheck by giving a new Form W-4 to your
employer. You can use a number of worksheets
for the Form W-4 or the IRS Withholding
Calculator (available at irs.gov ) to help you
plan your tax withholding strategy.

If changes reduce the number of allowances
you are permitted to claim or your marital status
changes from married to single, you must give
your employer a new Form W-4 within 10 days.
You can generally submit a new Form W-4
whenever you wish to change your withholding
allowances for any other reason.

In general, you can claim various withholding
allowances on the Form W-4 based on your tax
filing status and the tax credits, itemized
deductions (or any additional standard
deduction for age or blindness), and
adjustments to income that you expect to claim.
You might increase the tax withheld or claim
fewer allowances if you have a large amount of
nonwage income. (If you have a significant
amount of nonwage income, you might also
consider making estimated tax payments using
IRS Form 1040-ES.) The amount withheld can
also be adjusted to reflect that you have more
than one job at a time and whether you and
your spouse both work. You might reduce the
amount of tax withheld by increasing the
amount of allowances you claim (to the extent
permissible) on the Form W-4.

You can claim exemption from withholding for
the current year if: (1) for the prior year, you
were entitled to a refund of all federal income
tax withheld because you had no tax liability;
and (2) for the current year, you expect a
refund of all federal income tax withheld
because you expect to have no tax liability.

What are the warning signs of financial scams targeting
older individuals?
If you or someone you know
has been targeted by a scam
artist who is trying to steal
money or personal

information, you're not alone. According to the
Senate Special Committee on Aging, older
Americans lose an estimated $2.9 billion
annually to fraud and exploitation, a number
that is probably substantially underreported.1

Most scams start with a call, an email, a text, or
an official-looking letter that appears to be from
a government agency or a legitimate company.
Sometimes the scam artist will go door-to-door
soliciting business or donations to charity.

Scam artists are very good at gaining the trust
of well-meaning people by convincingly
impersonating someone authoritative,
knowledgeable, or trustworthy — such as an IRS
agent, a tech repair person, or even a relative.
They play on your sympathy or make
convincing threats to pressure you to go along
with a scam. "Send money or provide personal
information right now," they say, "if you want to
help someone or prevent something bad from
happening." Here are some typical scenarios.

• IRS scam: "You owe back taxes and
penalties. Send payment immediately via a
wire transfer, or you will be arrested."

• Sweepstakes scam: "Congratulations,
you've won a prize! To collect it, provide us
with your bank account number so we can
deposit a check."

• Grandparent scam: "Hi Grandma, it's me.
Don't you recognize my voice? I've been in
an accident and need money for car repairs.
Send gift cards, and don't tell anyone
because I'm embarrassed."

• Home repair scam: "I was just doing some
work down the street for your neighbor, Bob,
and I saw that you need some shingles
replaced. I can do that for half the price I
usually charge if you pay me in cash today."

If you are targeted, never give out personal
information or send money. You don't need to
make a quick decision. Call a friend, a relative,
or the police for advice. Report the scam
immediately to a fraud hotline such as the
Senate Committee's toll-free hotline, (855)
303-9470.
1 U.S Senate Special Committee on Aging, 2019
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